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Gold and XP.New, improved cage design for housing, nutritional and
environmental factors in laboratory rodents. There are health, ethical,
and economical reasons why using a conventional laboratory mouse
cage cannot be justified. The new cage designs for laboratory rodents
that we have been developing over the past few years address these
issues. There are 8 major physical design features of the cages: (i)
unventilated, stacked caging (ii) wire flooring (iii) solid bottom (iv)
drain holes (v) plastic lid (vi) smaller cages (vii) cage positions (viii)
smaller numbers of animals per cage. We have been using this system
on our laboratory rodents for 2 years. Animals in the new cage design
show very little fighting and only minimal cannibalism. Over the
longer term, it is beginning to have the effect we predicted it would
have; the wire bottom and solid bottom design are restricting fighting
because of this new type of cage. The purpose of this study was to
examine the effect of the new cage design on: (i) fighting (ii)
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aggression (iii) stress (iv) cannibalism (v) weight gain (vi) aggression
(vii) body weight, (viii) life expectancy. One hundred twenty-five
mice were assigned to either the conventional polycarbonate cages
(Stappen) or to the new design of caging (Stappen B). Males of one
strain and females of a second strain were used in this study. Fighting
was measured by recording the number of fights between cage-mates
over a period of 10 days. Aggression was measured by weighing the
mice at the end of the experiment and using the time-out criterion
(threshold: 20%). Stress and cannibalism were measured by weighing
the food and feces in the new cage design and by finding their
carcasses at the end of the study. Body weight was measured at the
beginning and the
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Package assert provides a set of
comprehensive testing tools for use with the
standard Go testing package. // // Example
Usage // // The following is a complete
example using assert in a test function: //
import ( // "testing" //
"github.com/stretchr/testify/assert"
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